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Powder to prepare Meringue frosting made with
100% natural egg whites,  ideal for the decoration of

cakes, pies and other desserts.

Box with 9 pieces
Bag 4.4 lb Bag 8.8 oz

Meringue frosting does
not require refrigeration

(high heat resistant)

BENEFITS

Smooth and creamy
consistency, easy to apply

Delicious vanilla flavor

High performance:
Only 6 tablespoons of powder
to prepare 5 quarts of frosting

Healthy option:
Fat free and
gluten free

USES AND APPLICATIONS

Box with 24 pieces
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It can be flamed for
lemon pie or baked

for meringues
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Meringue
Powder

Makes 1 bowl of 3.5 liters of bitumen
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PREPARATION METHOD

ENCO Meringue Powder,
is the best kept secret of the bakers!

In a 5-quart mixer bowl,
add 6.8 fl.oz. of water

and 6 tbsp of ENCO
Meringue Powder,

 beat at the highest
speed for 3-4 minutes. 

(or until forming a firm
foam that starts to

separate from the walls).
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Heat at high
temperature

5 fl.oz.  of water
with 1 3/4 cups
of refined sugar, 
and let the syrup
boil for 2 minutes.

Slowly add the hot
syrup and continue

beating at the highest
speed for another

3-4 minutes.

(or until it reaches the
desired consistency).
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Once the meringue
frosting is fluffy and

forms firm peaks,
it is ready to use 

(the preparation time
depends on the power

of the mixer).

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSFLOWER DESIGN MANUAL



RED
1133

Made with the highest
quality ingredients and with

FDA Certified Colors.

Unique formula, get the most
vibrant and intense colors!

High performance,
with a smaller amount of
product you can reach the

desired color

Its gel texture facilitates the
incorporation of the colors, without

affecting the consistency of the
finished product.

USES AND APPLICATIONS

Highly concentrated Gel Food Colors, ideal
for coloring meringue, fondant, buttercream,

royal icing, cake batter and much more! 
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Bottle 1.4 oz
Box of 30 piecesBox of 30 pieces

Bottle 8.8 oz

Gel
Food
Colors

BENEFITS
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ORANGE
2392

LEMON GREEN
1545

GREEN LEAF
2378

ROYAL BLUE
1494

NEON BLUE
2809

FLESHTONE
2193

TURQUOISE
2447

DARK BROWN
1849

CHOCOLATE BROWN
1514

GEL FOOD COLORS 9 BASIC GEL COLORS

NEON PURPLE
2991

SUPER RED
2440

LEMON YELLOW
1609

GOLDEN YELLOW
2899

PURPLE
1527

BRIGHT BLUE
1131

NEON PINK
2434

BRIGHT PINK
1115

SUPER BLACK
2476

VIOLET
2365

WHITE
2926

9 BASIC GEL COLORS
KIT 1.4 OZ

INCLUDE: 50 COMBINATIONS MIXING
COLORS GUIDE
SKU-920004

This kit includes 9 basic colors: Lemon Yellow,
Bright Blue, Dark Brown, Orange, Bright Pink,

Super Black, Green Leaf, Purple and Red.



USES AND APPLICATIONS

Formula developed by
experts, easy to use

and very flexible

Flexible and easy to strech,
it can be stretched to a very
thin point without breaking

Delicious flavor and delicate
scent of vanilla

Box with 12 pieces
Bag 2.2 lbs

BENEFITS
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Flexible sugar paste with vanilla flavor,
to create flowers, figures or use as a cake cover

Fondant
by. Rubí Esparza

Obtain a smooth
and brilliant finish

Its flexible consistency makes
it easy to work without any

fractures or drying up

Ideal for the creation of
sugar flowers
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CAKE LINED

Set your imagination free and create unique designs
with our Fondant!

Spread the fondant on
a flat surface until
you reach an even
thickness of 1/8

of an inch.

Moderate
corn starch can
be used along
this process.
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Knead the fondant
until soft, we recommend

using some vegetable
shortening on the surface

you will be working
and, on your hands,

to moisturize it.

Cover the cake
previously crumb coated

and immediately fix
the top edges.

Spread the folds and
attach the sides with

your hands.
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Trim the excess of
fondant and smooth
the sides with the

fondant smoother in
case of bubbles,

you can remove them
with needle.

MODELING TECHNIQUEMEET RUBÍ!

Rubí Esparza is a Mexican pastry chef 
who is an expert in fondant. Know why 
the fondant is her favorite product to 

create the most incredible cakes.

For fondant decorations that need to 
keep a shape such as figures and

flowers:  Add ¼ tsp of CMC for every
3.5 oz of fondant, to prevent drooping. 

Brulee. pastelería creativa

@brulee.pasteleria_creativa
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BUTTER COOKIES RECIPE

Ingredients:
· 7 oz of butter
· 5.29 oz icing sugar
· 1 egg
· 1 tbsp of vanilla
· 14.10 oz of flour
· A pinch of salt

Accrete the butter
at medium speed for 1 minute
with the “pallet” complement

Slow down the mixer velocity
and add the egg while it keeps beating.

Try not to add it all in one swing.

Eventually, add the flour
and keep mixing at low speed.

If your mixer begins
having issues, speed it up a bit.

Keep mixing for a few minutes or
until the dough doesn't stick into

the bowl.

Refrigerate for 1 minute before using.

USES: flowers, sprinkles,
line work, lettering, stencil. 

CONSISTENCIA DURA
STIFF CONSISTENCY 

25+ seg

USES: Outlining and flooding
cookies, transfers.

CONSISTENCIA MEDIA
MEDIUM CONSISTENCY

15-20 seg

USES: Filling large areas,
drip cake, marbling. 

CONSISTENCIA FLUIDA
FLOOD CONSISTENCY

8-10 seg

Add in a bowl 1.1 Lb of Royal Icing with 4.5 tbsp (2.28 fl oz) of water at room temperature. Beat 
for 1 min at low speed until the icing is fully integrated and turns white. This will be your STIFF 
consistency, to obtain the MEDIUM and FLOOD add more water to thin, we recommend to use a 
spray and the timing method (after dragging a line with a knife count the number of seconds it 
takes for the line to fully disappear).

Once the desired consistency is achieved, paint your icing with coloring gel and immediately 
place it in a sleeve. The drying time will depend on the ambient humidity, to speed it up use a fan 
or dehydrator.  

Add the icing sugar to
the butter and mix for 2 minutes

at medium speed.

USES Y APLICATIONS

Designed formula for
get a frosting

very white and smooth.

Quick drying at
room temperature.

Easy to do!
you only have to

add water and beating
for a minute.

Box with 32 pcs
Bag 1.1 lb

Box with 9 pcs
Bag 4.4 lb

BENEFITS
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Light taste of
vanilla and nice

texture when biting.

Doesn't crack.
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Royal Icing mix ideal for cookies decorations,
to make flowers, figures, to decorate gingerbread

houses and dripcakes.

Royal
Icing

MODO DE USO

Discover everything you can
do with our Royal Icing!



It does not transfer
odors or flavors

BENEFITS

Facilitates the
cleaning of pans

Very effective even
on mixtures with high
sugar concentration

Easy to apply,
air brush or brush.

Replaces the process
of greasing or lining

of your caje pan.

Box with 30 pieces
Bottle 8.5 oz

Box with 4 pieces
Bottle 8 lbs Jerry Can 44Lb

USES AND APPLICATIONS
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Highly efficient cake release with unique mixture
of oils and emulsifiers.

Cake Release

salesusa@encoalimentos.com
www.encofoods.com

CONTACT US!

ENCO USA @encofoodsusa

F O O D S


